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Passing Examples



Korean descendants (about one million) in Japan, from forced laborers - About 10,000 out of 600,000 descendants holding Korean Nationality to be naturalized - Giving up their Korean names - Concealing their Korean ethnicity
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Passing Examples



Korean descendants (about one million) in Japan, from forced laborers - About 10,000 out of 600,000 descendants holding Korean Nationality to be naturalized - Giving up their Korean names - Concealing their Korean ethnicity Blacks in United States, who were brought as Slavery - NLS79 National Longitudinal Survey (14 to 22 years old) - Among those who answered “Black” in 1979, - 1.87 percent switched to answering ”White,” ”I don’t know,” or ”others,” before 1998.
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Partial Passing (Term from Loury 2002)



Used among racially (physically) marked people Send signals that ”I’m not one of THEM; I’m one of YOU!”
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Used among racially (physically) marked people Send signals that ”I’m not one of THEM; I’m one of YOU!” Methods used among the black in US: - Affections of Speech (Grogger, 2008) - Spending more on conspicuous consumption (Charles et al. 2007) - Dressing up rather than wearing casual clothes
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Partial Passing (Term from Loury 2002)



Used among racially (physically) marked people Send signals that ”I’m not one of THEM; I’m one of YOU!” Methods used among the black in US: - Affections of Speech (Grogger, 2008) - Spending more on conspicuous consumption (Charles et al. 2007) - Dressing up rather than wearing casual clothes Undermine solidarity in the disadvantaged Cause conflicts such as ”Acting White” accusation
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Elite Subgroup Emergence - Obtain cultural traits observable to employers, that are not affordable to the less talented. Fang (2001): ”Cultural Instruments” - Cure the social inefficiency caused by imperfect information in labor market - Complexity of elite etiquettes in Europe (”Oxford Accent”)
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Elite Subgroup Emergence - Obtain cultural traits observable to employers, that are not affordable to the less talented. Fang (2001): ”Cultural Instruments” - Cure the social inefficiency caused by imperfect information in labor market - Complexity of elite etiquettes in Europe (”Oxford Accent”) The most talented develop indices for differentiation: - Moving to affluent residential areas - Spending on luxury goods and designer clothing - Showing interest in fine arts - Sending children to a private boarding school
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Elite Subgroup Emergence - Obtain cultural traits observable to employers, that are not affordable to the less talented. Fang (2001): ”Cultural Instruments” - Cure the social inefficiency caused by imperfect information in labor market - Complexity of elite etiquettes in Europe (”Oxford Accent”) The most talented develop indices for differentiation: - Moving to affluent residential areas - Spending on luxury goods and designer clothing - Showing interest in fine arts - Sending children to a private boarding school Autonomously growing elite culture out of common cultural traits of the disadvantaged people
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Framework of Statistical Discrimination



Supposes a large number of identical employers and a large population of workers. Workers are either qualified or unqualified. Each employer is randomly matched with many workers from this population. Employers assign each worker to one of two jobs, called task 1 and task 0; task 1 is a more demanding and rewarding assignment.
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Imperfect Information



Payoff Summary. Qualified Unqualified Task 1 Xq , W −Xu , W Task 0 0, 0 0, 0 Employers observe each worker’s group identity and a ¯ the signal might be the result of a noisy signal θ ∈ [0, θ]; test, interview or on-the-job training. (Employer, Worker):



Employers decide whether to assign a worker of group i and signal θ to task 1.
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Employers’ Decision



Simple Signal Functions Assume that the signal out of qualified workers is less informative than that of unqualified workers; Pq < Pu . Employers give Benefits of Doubt (BOD) to workers with θ > θu and do not give BOD to workers with θ < θq .



fu (θ) Pu



1‐Pu θu θˉ



0



fq (θ) 1‐P 1 Pq 0



θq



Pq θˉ
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Employers’ Decision



Employers’ Reaction Curve In this simplified model, employers’ decision is about whether to hire agents when the signal is unclear; θ ∈ (θq , θu ).
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Employers’ Decision



Employers’ Reaction Curve In this simplified model, employers’ decision is about whether to hire agents when the signal is unclear; θ ∈ (θq , θu ). Given the qualification ratio among group i workers, Πi , employers assign them to task 1 if and only if xq ·Prob[qualified|unclear ]−xu ·Prob[unqualified|unclear ] ≥ 0. Using Bayes’ rule, xq ·



Πi (1



Πi (1 − Pq ) (1 − Πi )(1 − Pu ) −xu · i ≥ 0. i − Pq ) + (1 − Π )(1 − Pu ) Π (1 − Pq ) + (1 − Πi )(1 − Pu )
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Employers’ Reaction Curve In this simplified model, employers’ decision is about whether to hire agents when the signal is unclear; θ ∈ (θq , θu ). Given the qualification ratio among group i workers, Πi , employers assign them to task 1 if and only if xq ·Prob[qualified|unclear ]−xu ·Prob[unqualified|unclear ] ≥ 0. Using Bayes’ rule, xq ·



Πi (1



Πi (1 − Pq ) (1 − Πi )(1 − Pu ) −xu · i ≥ 0. i − Pq ) + (1 − Π )(1 − Pu ) Π (1 − Pq ) + (1 − Πi )(1 − Pu )



Employers assign agents with unclear signal, in other words, give the benefits of doubts (BOD) if and only if Πi ≥



xu (1 − Pu ) (= Π∗ ). xq (1 − Pq ) + xu (1 − Pu )
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Employers’ Reaction



- Denote ξt as the indicator of giving benefits of doubt (BOD): ( 0, ∀ Πit ∈ [0, Π∗ ) ξti = (1) 1, ∀ Πit ∈ [Π∗ , 1].
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Two Identity Groups



Workers are from two identity groups A and B. λ fraction of the population randomly die and newly born. Each one born as Type A or Type B Population sizes of type A (type B) born individuals: La (Lb )
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Workers are from two identity groups A and B. λ fraction of the population randomly die and newly born. Each one born as Type A or Type B Population sizes of type A (type B) born individuals: La (Lb ) A newborn must incur some cost c for the skill achievement.
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Workers are from two identity groups A and B. λ fraction of the population randomly die and newly born. Each one born as Type A or Type B Population sizes of type A (type B) born individuals: La (Lb ) A newborn must incur some cost c for the skill achievement. A newborn can change (or switch) inborn identity type with incurring some cost k .
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Two Identity Groups



Workers are from two identity groups A and B. λ fraction of the population randomly die and newly born. Each one born as Type A or Type B Population sizes of type A (type B) born individuals: La (Lb ) A newborn must incur some cost c for the skill achievement. A newborn can change (or switch) inborn identity type with incurring some cost k . CDFs H(k) and G(c) are independent of each other.
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Workers’ Decision



Lifetime benefits of obtaining i ∈ {a, b} and e ∈ {q, u}: Wei Define vti as “normalized” lifetime BOD expected to be given to group i member from time t to : Z ∞ i vt = (δ + λ) ξτi · e−(δ+λ)(τ −t) dτ. (2) t



Lifetime benefits of each choice (i, e), Wei , is Z ∞ Wqi = {wξτi + wPq (1 − ξτi )} · e−(δ+λ)(τ −t) dτ t



wPq w(1 − Pq ) i = + · vt . δ+λ Zδ + λ



Wui =



=



∞



t



w(1 − Pu )ξτi · e−(δ+λ)(τ −t) dτ



w(1 − Pu ) i · vt . δ+λ
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Returns to Skill Investment and Identity Switch



Return to skill investment with identity i chosen: R i ≡ Wqi − Wui Return to identity switch with qualification e chosen: Yei ≡ We−i − Wei Note that R −i − R i ≡ Yqi − Yui .
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Net Payoffs of Each Choice i evaluated by the time t newborn are Rti and Ye,t



Rti



=



i Ye,t



=



wPq w(Pu − Pq ) i + · vt δ+λ δ+λ w(1 − Pe ) · (vt−i − vti ). δ+λ ∗



Net payoff for each choice (i ∗ , e∗ ), Nei ∗ given {i, c, k} is   Nui = Wui    N i = Wqi − c q Net Payoff for Choice (i ∗ , e∗ )i,c,k  Nu−i = Wu−i − k    N −i = W −i − c − k q q
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Workers’ Decision



Newborns’ Best Response Proposition The more talented the newborn, the more likely that he will switch from his inborn identity type to the other identity type. Given v −i > v i , the best response, (i ∗ , e∗ )i,c,k , for type i newborns with the cost levels of c and k is: k



(i,q)



(i,u)



Yiq



( i q) (‐i,q)



Yiu



(‐i,u) 0



Ri



R‐i



c
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Simplified Cost Distributions k kh



η fraction



kl



1‐η fraction



0



cl



Πl fraction



cm



Πh‐Πl fraction



ch



c



1‐Πh fraction
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Assumption on costs: cl , cm , ch , kl and kh k kh



η fraction



w(1 − Pq )



δ +λ



1‐η fraction



kl w(1 − Pu ) δ +λ



Potential Switchers



0



cl



Πl fraction



wPq



δ +λ



cm



wPu



δ +λ



Πh‐Πl fraction



ch



c



1‐Πh fraction
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Potential Switchers



Proposition (Potential Switcher) - Newborns with the cost set (cl , kl ) are the only potential switchers from their inborn identity types to the other type. - Type i born potential switchers switch if and only if Yqi is greater than kl .
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Dynamics without Switches



Dynamic System with No Switches (Use notation ‘n’) - Since v˙ ti = (δ + λ)[vti − ξti ] from equation (2), we have w(Pu − Pq ) n v˙ t δ+λ = w(Pu − Pq )(vtn − ξtn )   w(Pu − Pq ) n wPq − ξt . = (δ + λ) Rtn − δ+λ δ+λ



R˙ tn =



-The fraction of time t born workers who invest in skills:   0, ∀Rtn ∈ [0, cl )    Π , ∀R n ∈ [c , c ) l l m t φnt = n  Πh , ∀Rt ∈ [cm , ch )    1, ∀Rtn ∈ [ch , 1].



(3)



(4)
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Dynamics without Switches



Dynamic System with No Switches (notation ‘n’)



- Πnt evolves in short time interval ∆t in the following way. Πnt+∆t



 ≈ λ∆t ·



φnt + φnt+∆t 2







+ (1 − λ∆t) · Πnt .



(5)



- By the rearrangement of the equation, we have  n  Πnt+∆t − Πnt φt + φnt+∆t ∆Πnt n ≡ ≈λ − Πt . ∆t ∆t 2 - Taking ∆t → 0, we can express how Πnt evolves over time: Π˙ nt = λ[φnt − Πnt ].



(6)
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Dynamics without Switches



Dynamic System with No Switches (notation ‘n’)



- Then, thee dynamic system is summarized with   wPq w(Pu − Pq ) n R˙ tn = (δ + λ) Rtn − − ξt δ+λ δ+λ n n n Π˙ t = λ[φt − Πt ], in which ξtn is a function of Πnt and φnt is a function of Rtn



(7)
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Dynamic System of Group i with inflows from Group j - The dynamic System is simplified using vtn instead of Rtn : Proposition The dynamic system with a flow variable Πnt and a jumping variable vtn is v˙ tn = (δ + λ)[vtn − ξtn ] Π˙ nt = λ[φnt − Πnt ], with demarcation loci of v˙t n = 0 Locus : vtn = ξtn Π˙ nt = 0 Locus : Πnt = φnt .
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Dynamics with Switches



Dynamic System with No Switches (notation ‘n’) - Knowing that Rtn is a linear function of vtn in equation (3), we have ( Πl , ∀vtn ∈ [0, v ∗ ) (δ + λ)cm − wPq n φt = . (8) with v ∗ ≡ n ∗ w(Pu − Pq ) Πh , ∀vt ∈ [v , 1], Πnt



1



Πnt



φnt=Πh



1 Qn



Πh



(1, Πh) • Qnh (1



πp



h



• Overlap



Π*



• Qn l



Πl 0



cl



πo



Qnl (0, Πl)•



•



wPq



δ +λ



cm



•



Π*



wPu δ +λ



ch



Rnt



0



φnt=Πl



vnt v*



1
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Dynamics with Switches



Dynamic System of Group i with Inflows from Group j



- Suppose that inflows from group j continue from time X on. - Size of the type-i skilled workers at time t: Zti - Size of the total type-i workers at time t: Mti . - Mti changes in short time interval ∆t, denoting (1 − η)Πl by Π0l : i Mt+∆t = (1 − λ∆t)Mti + Li λ∆t + Lj λ∆t · Π0l .



(9)



- The Zti changes in short time interval ∆t: i Zt+∆t = (1 − λ∆t)Zti + Li λ∆t ·



φit + φit+∆t + Lj λ∆t · Π0l . 2



(10)
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Dynamic System of Group i with Inflows from Group j - The dynamic system is summarized by: Proposition The dynamic system with a flow variable Πit and a jumping variable vti is v˙ ti



= (δ + λ)[vti − ξti ]



Π˙ it



=



λ[(Li φit + Lj Π0l ) − (Li + Lj Π0l )Πit ] , Mti



with demarcation loci of v˙t i = 0 Locus : vti = ξti Li φit + Lj Π0l Π˙ it = 0 Locus : Πit = . Li + Lj Π0l
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Dynamics with Switches



Dynamic System of Group i with Inflows from Group j - Note that the stable Πs (H 0 , L0 ) satisfy: H 0 > Πh and L0 > Πl - Reputation threshold (π o0 ) for reputation recovery: π o0 < π o . - Reputation of group i improves faster (or deteriorates slower) compared to that of the no-switches dynamics: Π˙ it > Π˙ nt . Πit



1



• Q’h(1, H’)



Πit



φt=Πh



1 Q’h



πp’



•



Πh



Π*



Π* Q’l



Πl 0



cl



πo ’



Q’l(0, L’) •



•



wPq



δ +λ



cm



wPu δ +λ



ch



Rit



0



φt=Πl



v*



1
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Dynamics with Switches



Dynamic System of Group j with Outflows from Group i



- Suppose that outflows from group j continue from time X on. - As the Πl (1 − η) fraction of type-j newborns switch to type i, the total group size Mtj changes in the short time interval ∆t: j Mt+∆t = (1 − λ∆t)Mtj + Lj λ∆t[1 − Π0l ].



(11)



- The size of skilled workers among group j changes over time: j Zt+∆t = (1 − λ∆t)Ztj + Lj λ∆t · Πl η.



(12)
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Dynamics with Switches



Dynamic System of Group j with Outflows from Group i



Lemma When type-j potential switchers start to switch at time X, group j’s reputation at time X satisfy ΠjX < π o and, consequently, vXj = 0.
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Dynamic System of Group j with Outflows from Group i - The dynamic system is summarized by: Proposition The dynamic system with a flow variable Πjt and a jumping variable vtj is v˙ tj



= (δ + λ)[vtj − ξtj ]



Π˙ jt



=



λLj [Πl η − (1 − Π0l )Πjt ] Mtj



,



in which vtj = ξtj = 0, ∀t ∈ (X , ∞), and Πjt approaches lη monotonically L00j (≡ 1−ΠΠ(1−η) ), which is smaller than Πl . l
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Dynamics with Switches



Dynamic System of Group j with Outflows from Group i - Note that switching occurs only when group j’s reputation is below π o . - When potential switchers start to switch (at time X), ΠjX < π o . - Reputation of group j deteriorates faster compared to that of the no-switches dynamics: Π˙ jt < Π˙ nt . Πjt



1



Πjt



φt=Πh



1 Πh Π*



Π*



πo



πo



Πl



Ql’’
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wPq
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Section 4. Endogenous Group Formation
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Reputation Threshold (π o00 ) for Reputation Recovery j - Potential switchers of group j switch only when Yq,t > kl : j Yq,X



=



w(1 − Pq ) i w(1 − Pq ) i (vX − vXj ) = vX > kl . δ+λ δ+λ



- Thus, switch only when vxi >



(δ+λ)kl w(1−Pq )



Panel B. Equilibrium Path with πo’’ 


Panel A. Equilibrium Path with πo’’ > Πl Πt



No Inflows Yet Inflows from Group j 1 φt=Πh



No Inflows Yet Inflows from Group j 1 φt=Πh



• Q’h



Π*



^i Π X



•



πo’’i l



Πt



• Q’h



Π*



Qn



(≡ vˆxi ). Then π o00 < π o .



• 0



^i Π X



•



φt=Πl



φt=Πl v*



^vi x



•



πo’’i 1 vt



0



v*



^vi X



1 vt
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Basins of Attraction under Constraints Lemma Assuming that v ∗ < vˆXi < 1, we have π o0i < π o00i < π o . - Consider the following two specific cases that 1) only type B newborns can switch and 2) only type A newborns can switch. Panel A. Only Type‐B Newborns Switch Πa



0



Panel B. Only Type‐A Newborns Switch Πa



1



0



1



(L’’b, H’a) (Πh, Πl)



(Πh, Πh)



Type B to A B to A”  “Type Switching Area



πo



πo ^a Π X



(Πh, Πh)



πo’’a πo’a ((Πl,, Πl)



(Πl, Πl)



((Πh,, Πl) πo



“Type A to B”  Switching Area (H’b, L’’a)



1 Πb0



πo’b πo’’b



^b Π X



πo



1 Πb0
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Basins of Attraction without Constraints



Theorem (Dynamics with Switches) For given initial state (Πb0 , Πa0 ), the final state limt→∞ (Πbt , Πat ) is   (Πh , Πh ) if (Πb0 , Πa0 ) ∈ {π o ≤ Πb0 ≤ 1, π o ≤ Πa0 ≤ 1}     ˜ a , 0 ≤ Πb < Π ˜ b}  if (Πb0 , Πa0 ) ∈ {0 ≤ Πa0 < Π (Πl , Πl ) 0 ˜ a ≤ Πa ≤ 1} − X (L00b , Ha0 ) if (Πb0 , Πa0 ) ∈ {0 ≤ Πb0 < π o , Π 0   0 , L00 ) b , Πa ) ∈ {0 ≤ Πa < π o , Π b ≤ Πb ≤ 1} − X  ˜ (H if (Π   0 0 0 0 b a   00 0 (Lb , Ha ) or (Hb0 , L00a ) if (Πb0 , Πa0 ) ∈ X , ˜ b ≤ Πb < π o and Π ˜ a ≤ Πa < π o }, in which X ≡ {Π 0 0 L00a = L00b =



Πl η 1−Πl (1−η) ,



Ha0 =



La Πh +Lb Π0l La +Lb Π0l



and Hb0 =



Lb Πh +La Π0l . Lb +La Π0l
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Passing



Case of “Passing”



Corollary (Instability of (Πl , Πh ) and (Πh , Πl )) Both (Πl , Πh ) and (Πh , Πl ), which are stable in a no-switches dynamics, are not stable in a dynamic system with switches allowed. Suppose group A is initially positioned at the higher reputation Πh , and group B at the lower reputation Πl . As the switching occurs, a portion of talented B newborns switch to type A. The reputation of group A gets even better while that of group B gets even worse.
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Passing



Case of “Passing” - Groups A and B positioned initially at Πh and Πl . - As passing continues, the group A’s reputation converges to Ha0 > Πh and the group B’s reputation converges to L00b < Πl . Panel A. Passing  (When passing cost is not so large.) Πa0



1



Panel B. Initial Positions  (Advantaged Group A, Stereotyped B) Πnt



(L’’b, H’a)



Passing



1 φnt=Πh



Group A



(Πh, Πh)



πo



•



•



Π*



~ a(=πo’’ ) Π a Group B



(Πl, Π , Πl) (H’b, L’’a) ~ b(=πo’’ ) πo Π b



1 Πb0



• 0



φnt=Πl



v*



1
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Partial Passing



Case of “Partial Passing” Imagine two subgroups B1 and B2 of the disadvantaged population, whose cultural traits are distinguished to each other. Both are in the “reputation trap” range: Πb1 < π o and Πb2 < π o Suppose the skill level of B2 happens to be a little better than B1: Πb2 > Πb1 . As long as the reputation of group B2 (Πb2 ) is greater than π o00 , the potential switchers of subgroup B1 continue to switch to type B1 by adopting its cultural traits. As the switching continues, the cultural subgroup B1 moves out the reputation trap and can recover its reputation.
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Partial Passing



Case of “Partial Passing” Corollary (Divergence among Disadvantaged Population) The reputations of the two subgroups tend to diverge over time, as the potential switchers of the little worse-off group consistently migrate to the little better-off group. Panel A. Partial Passing (When passing is not possible.) Πb2



Panel A. Initial Positions (Better‐off B2, Worse‐off B1) Πnt



0



1



(L’’b1, H’b2)



1 φnt=Πh



Partial  P ti l Passing



•



(Πh, Πh)



•



Π*



πo



πo



~ b2(=πo’’ ) Π b2



Group B2 Group B1 •



((Πl,, Πl) (H’b1, L’’b2) ~ b1(=πo’’ ) πo Π b1



1



0 Πb10



φnt=Πl



v*
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Partial Passing



Case of “Partial Passing” The usage of the identity manipulation can help some disadvantaged subgroups to build up their reputations with the inflows of the most talented from other subgroups, and with their greater skill investment activities. In this sense, the identity manipulation or the usage of the cultural instrument in the labor market (Fang 2001) can improve the social efficiency. However, with the selective out-migration, other disadvantaged subgroups losing the most talented may suffer further from having the worse collective reputation. This may undermine solidarity in the disadvantaged population and cause conflicts between the subgroups (Loury 2002).
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Case of “Partial Passing”



Corollary (Social Efficiency) The behavior of the social identity manipulation such as partial passing may improve the social efficiency, and the usage of the observable cultural traits in the screening process may cure to some extent the social inefficiency caused by the imperfect information in the labor market.
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Case of “Emergence of Elite Subgroup” Lemma The (Πb1 , Πb2 ) is not stable at (Πl , Πl ), when either Lb1 Lb2
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The above lemma implies that (Πl , Πl ) is not stable when either subgroup (B1 or B2) is relatively small enough. As far as there exists a sufficiently small subgroup with unique cultural traits, the talented young members of the stereotyped population have incentives to differentiate themselves from the masses joining the unique cultural group. Refer to Panel A in the following figure for this case.
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Case of “Emergence of Elite Subgroup” Now suppose that the small cultural group does not exist a priori (Lb2 ≈ 0). If the most talented young members can find proper cultural indices for differentiation (ex, spending on luxury goods, moving to rich residential area, commitment to fine arts, etc.), they will create a distinguished cultural subgroup by incurring a cost to obtain them. In this way, a elite subgroup may endogenously emerge as its size Lb2 grows from zero up to Πl (1 − η)Lb1 (Panel B). Corollary (Emergence of Elite Group) If the talented young members of a stereotyped group can find proper cultural indices for differentiation, which are not affordable to other members of the group, they will form an elite subgroup based on the indices, incurring a cost to obtain them.
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Case of “Emergence of Elite Subgroup” Panel A. Small Cultural Group's Growing  as Elite Group (Lb2 


Panel B. Endogenous Creation  of Elite Group (Given Lb2≈ 0) (When the talented can create a group.) Πb20 1
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Explain passing and “partial passing” activities using a dynamic reputation model. Discuss the social efficiency of the usage of the observable cultural traits in the labor market. Explain autonomous emergence of elite subgroup among the stereotyped. Identification of ”potential switcher” was an important starting point: “Too Much Simplified (?)” (Future Research) endogenous group formation through the channel of social network externality, instead of group reputation
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